Math-based Torque Converter Modelling to Evaluate Damping
Characteristics and Reverse Flow Mode Operation
This paper presents math-based torque converter modelling and simulation in both
forward flow mode and reverse flow mode operations. Since, a torque converter plays an
important role in transferring power from an engine shaft to the transmission shaft and
vice versa and affects the fuel consumption and vehicle longitudinal dynamics, simulating
the dynamic behaviour of this component in different operating modes is of great
importance. Our torque converter model is validated with the experimental results of the
Honda CRV during the forward flow mode operation.
The main focus of this research is on reverse flow mode simulation, and the application
of the proposed math-based torque converter model to evaluate damping characteristics of
a torque converter due to undesired disturbances generated either from engine pulsations
or from road bumps and potholes. The simulation results show that a torque converter
efficiently damps high frequency disturbances introduced from engine shaft to the
transmission side and vice versa.
Keywords: torque converter; powertrain damping; reverse flow mode;
frequency response

1. Introduction
In an automobile with an automatic transmission, instead of a mechanical clutch, a torque converter (a
type of fluid coupling) can be utilized to transmit the engine‟s power. The major roles of a torque
converter are multiplying torque generated by the engine, absorbing torsional vibration of the engine and
powertrain, and smoothing out the engine rotation [1].
The torque converter includes three rotating elements: the pump (impeller), the turbine, and the
stator (Figure 1). The pump is attached to the engine shaft, which is called the prime mover, and the
turbine is connected to the transmission shaft. The stator, which is placed between the pump and the
turbine, redirects the returning fluid from the turbine to the pump. A one-way clutch is used along with
the stator to either lock or unlock the stator depending on the fluid direction (whether it hits the front or
back of the stator‟s vanes).
In modern automatic transmissions, a lock-up clutch is also implemented in the torque converter
to lock the engine and the transmission shafts at higher gear ratios. The torque converter‟s pump and
turbine shafts are mechanically connected via the lock-up clutch at higher gear ratios (e.g. gear ratios = 3
and 4) to improve the fuel economy and enhance the efficiency.

Figure 1: Cross section of a torque converter
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The torque converter‟s operating modes (during forward operation) can be explained by using
the “coupling point”, which is defined based on the stator‟s torque. In the torque multiplication range,
below the coupling point, the stator is fixed by the one-way clutch and its rotational speed is zero. In the
coupling range, which happens after the coupling point, the stator freely rotates and the stator‟s torque is
zero. Moreover, reverse operation due to the reverse flow direction is possible. In the reverse flow mode
the turbine shaft is the driver shaft, the pump shaft is the driven shaft, the turbine‟s impeller rotates faster
than the pump‟s impeller, and the stator freely rotates [2]. The phenomenon of reverse flow mode can
assist the braking system to stop the vehicle by consuming part of the vehicle kinetic energy to rotate the
torque converter impellers and engine. This is called engine braking due to the reverse flow operation.
This paper presents math-based modelling and simulation of a torque converter in both forward
flow mode (torque multiplication and coupling modes), and reverse flow mode. The model is used to
evaluate the damping characteristics of a torque converter due to undesired disturbances generated either
from engine pulsations or from road bumps and potholes.
Section 2 presents a review of previous studies in modelling and analysis of a hydrodynamic
torque converter. Section 3 shows math-based torque converter modelling in the MapleSim environment,
specifically the simulation of a torque converter during the flow reversal and the transition from the
forward flow to the reverse flow operation. The analysis of a torque converter to damp torsional vibration
in different operating modes is described in Section 4.

2. Background
A torque converter is an essential component in an automatic powertrain system and it is necessary to
know the structure and the dynamic equations of the torque converter. The following literature introduces
the related studies on dynamic torque converter models.
Ishihara and Emori [3] are among the first authors to consider torque converters‟ transient
response. The torque converter model in their work is expressed by three first-order differential equations
for pump, turbine, and energy conservation. The transient characteristics and damping effects of the
torque converter are studied in that paper and the numerical results are verified with experimental results.
Moreover, it concludes that in case of a slow unsteady (transient) phase, the working fluid inertia can be
neglected and the steady state equations can be used to describe the torque converter‟s operation.
Kotwicki [5] derived the equations of torque converters to obtain a simplified quadratic algebraic
form of torque converter characteristics. The original equations are four steady-state non-linear equations
with four states such as the angular speed of the pump, turbine, and stator as well as the volumetric flow
rate. The simplifications have been done by approximating the volumetric flow rate as a function of the
pump and turbine‟s angular speed. Due to the simple nature of algebraic equations in comparison with
differential equations, the simplified model in Kotwicki‟s paper is used along with some controllers to
investigate the powertrain dynamics and control. The proposed torque converter in his work is equipped
in a powertrain model along with an engine and a transmission.
A comprehensive study of torque converter dynamics is presented by Hrovat and Tobler [2],
who used four first-order nonlinear differential equations to represent the torque converter dynamics. The
stator‟s dynamic equation is included in this paper [2], and the coupling point, which typically happens
when the turbine and pump speed ratio reaches to around 90%, is defined based on the stator‟s torque.
Bond graph theory is employed to model a torque converter and the numerical results are verified by
experimental tests. The proposed model in [2] is useful for investigating the parameters‟ effects on the
torque converter‟s performance. Moreover, the transient characteristic of the torque converter can be
evaluated. The authors also derive the torque converter equations during the reversal flow mode. This
mode, which is also called the overrun mode, happens when the turbine‟s speed is greater than the pump‟s
speed and the flow direction is changed. In this case, the turbine drives the pump and the stator overruns.
This mode of the torque converter could occur during engine braking or coasting.
A torque converter model with lock-up clutch has been studied in [4, 6, and 8]. The simulation
results along with experimental results of torque converter with lock-up clutch show that the lock-up
clutch improves the torque converter efficiency in higher speed ratios.
Xia and Oh [9] studied the effect of torque converters‟ dynamics on vehicle longitudinal
dynamics. The proposed torque converter model in [9] is similar to Hrovat and Tobler‟s model [2]. The
results are compared with Kotwicki‟s model, which includes merely the steady state behaviour of a torque
converter represented by two algebraic equations. The plots show better response of Xia and Oh‟s torque
converter model and the simulation results are closer to the experimental data. This paper [9] verifies that
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using a torque converter model based on the differential equations is more realistic and the vehicle
longitudinal dynamics based on this model is more adjusted to the experiments.
In a paper by Pohl [11], the parameter values for three types of automobile torque converters are
given. This paper also studied the transient characteristics of the torque converter using Hrovat and
Tobler‟s equations in the EASY5 software and compared the results with experimental data. The results
show that the simple static model can be used for low frequency conditions (e.g. less than 1 Hz). In other
words, the transient fluid momentum effects are insignificant for low frequency, but for higher
frequencies, between 1 - 10 Hz, the transient fluid momentum must be considered to obtain acceptable
results.
Adibi-Asl et al. [13] developed a math-based torque converter model in MapleSim and studied
the effects of the torque converter parameters such as the flow area, the blade angles, and the radii of the
pump, the turbine, and the stator on the torque converter performance.
The damping characteristics of a torque converter have been evaluated in [14, 16, and 17]. Kesy
and Kesy [16] studied the damping characteristic of a torque converter during a torque multiplication
mode, before coupling point, for different speed ratios. The authors linearized the torque converter
equations and approximated the transfer functions, between angular speeds and torques, with a first order
system. Moreover, the effects of the torque converter parameters on damping coefficients are discussed
in this paper.
Deur et al. [14] derive all transfer functions based on a linearized model for both before and after
coupling mode operations. The frequency response (bode diagram) is employed to compare the damping
characteristics of a transmission with and without a torque converter. The authors conclude that the torque
converter is able to significantly damp the high frequency disturbances transferred from the pump to
turbine side and vice versa. However, the pump to pump and turbine to turbine high frequency damping
performance is worse than in the converter-less transmission.
This paper evaluates damping characteristics of a torque converter in all three operating modes,
including the reverse flow operation that is required for engine braking.

3. Model Development
This section presents modelling and simulation of a dynamic torque converter in all operating modes
(torque multiplication, coupling, and reverse flow modes) in the MapleSim environment. MapleSim has a
multi-domain environment that can be easily used to connect different sub-systems from different fields.
Moreover, sets of equations can be easily implemented as a subsystem and MapleSim is very powerful to
deal with symbolic equations.

3.1. Forward Flow Mode
In the forward flow mode operation, which is usually used to simulate torque converters, the pump side
(connected to the engine shaft) is the driver shaft and the turbine shaft is the driven shaft (load). In this
mode the flow direction is positive and the speed ratio (the ratio between the turbine speed to the pump
speed) is always less than one.
The torque converter‟s forward operation can be explained using the “coupling point”, which is
defined based on the stator‟s torque (Ts). In the torque multiplication range, below the coupling point, the
stator is fixed and its rotational speed ( s) is zero. In the coupling range, which happens after the
coupling point, the stator freely rotates and the stator‟s torque is zero. The coupling point occurs when the
turbine‟s angular speed typically reaches to 90% of the pump‟s angular speed [2]. At this point, the
algebraic summation of the pump, turbine, and stator torques are almost zero, and the ratio between
turbine‟s torque and pump‟s torque approaches unity. In the multiplication mode, which operates below
the coupling point, the property of the fluid coupling helps to multiply the engine‟s torque to accelerate
the vehicle. On the other hand, when the speed ratio reaches the coupling point value, the turbine‟s torque
is almost the same as the transmitted torque from the engine.
The torque converter model in this section is based on four first-order differential equations,
given in [2], which are implemented in the MapleSim software.
(1)
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(2)
(3)

(4)
Equations 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the pump, turbine, stator angular momentum and conservation of
energy (including power loss ) equations respectively, which are implemented in a custom component
block (Figure 2). The pump torque ( ) and the turbine torque ( ) are the inputs of the custom
component block, and the stator torque is represented by Ts in Equation 3. The states of the model are
pump‟s angular speed ( p), turbine‟s angular speed ( t), stator‟s angular speed ( s), and volumetric flow
rate (Q). The definition and values of the torque converter parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 2: Torque converter model in MapleSim environment

Table 1: Nominal values of the torque converter parameters of Honda CRV [11]
Fluid density (ρ)

840

Turbine inertia (It)

0.026

Flow area (A)

0.0097

Stator inertia (Is)

0.012

Pump radius (Rp)

0.11

Fluid inertia length (Lf)

0.28

Turbine radius (Rt)

0.066

Shock loss coefficient (Csh)

1

Stator radius (Rs)

0.060

Frictional loss coefficient (Cf)

0.25

Pump exit angle (ap)

18.01 deg

Pump design constant (Sp)

-0.001

Turbine exit angle (at)

-59.04 deg

Turbine design constant (St)

-0.00002

Stator exit angle (as)

0.060

Stator design constant (Ss)

0.002

Pump inertia (Ip)

0.092

The stator‟s torque (Ts) is used as a switching criterion. In the multiplication range the stator is
fixed and the rotational speed (ws) is zero. In the coupling range the stator freely rotates and the stator‟s
torque approaches zero (e.g. threshold=0.1 N.m) (Equation 5).
(5)
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This strategy is used to solve the aforementioned set of differential equations. In other words,
before the coupling point the stator‟s angular speed (
is set to zero and there are three differential
equations (for
) and one algebraic equation (for ). The algebraic equation, which is the stator
equation in the converter range, is used to calculate the stator‟s torque (Ts). The coupling point happens
when the stator‟s torque goes below the threshold value and the coupling range is started at this point. In
the coupling range, the aforementioned set of four differential equations are solved for
, and .
The stator‟s torque and angular speed are shown in Figure 3. These plots clearly illustrate the coupling
point definition, and the concept of the torque multiplication range (when the stator is fixed) and coupling
range (when the stator freely rotates).

Figure 3: Stator torque and angular speed

3.2. Model Validation
The proposed torque converter model is validated during forward flow in both multiplication and
coupling modes. The simulation results are based on steady state calculations. In other words, all
derivative terms are set to zero in equations (1) to (4).
Characteristic plots for torque ratio (
) and capacity factor (
) are compared with the
corresponding experimental results for the Honda CRV torque converter [11], as shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. Although there are small differences between the simulation and experimental results, the
agreement is reasonable, and the qualitative performance of the model is clearly representative of an
actual torque converter.
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Figure 4: Torque ratio vs. speed ratio

Figure 5: Capacity factor vs. speed ratio

3.3. Reverse Flow Mode
In this mode, which happens during the engine braking or coasting, the turbine drives the pump‟s shaft,
the flow direction is reversed, and the speed ratio exceeds one [2].
The dynamic equations of the torque converter (Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4) are slightly changed to
represent the reversal flow mode equations. The main changes are in the blade angles (entrance and exit
angles) and the angular speeds. The dynamic equations of this mode are listed in Appendix A. In the
literature, to the best knowledge of the authors, the torque converter simulation during the reverse flow
mode and the transition from the forward flow mode to the reverse flow mode operations have not been
studied. The transition from the forward flow mode to the reverse flow mode happens when the speed
ratio exceeds one due to the sudden sharp increase in the turbine angular speed and/or pump angular
speed drop.
The custom component torque converter, along with models of two dynamometers, is shown in
Figure 6. Dynamometers are electro-mechanical devices that are used to control either the torque or the
angular speed of the rotational shaft, and are included in this model to test the torque converter. In this
work, the dynamometer is modelled as a permanent magnet DC motor (PMDC) along with a
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller to control either the torque or angular speed of the shaft.
This modelling approach is similar to a physical apparatus used to evaluate torque converter
characteristics (SAE J643), based on electric motor/generator dynamometers. The electric motor can
produce electric power to drive a mechanical shaft, or can be used as an electric generator by absorbing
mechanical power. The MapleSim multi-domain environment provides a good combination of causal (e.g.
PID controller) and acausal (e.g. DC motor) components, which helps us to model the proposed virtual
test apparatus efficiently.
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Figure 6: Torque converter model along with dynamometers
In this simulation, the pump‟s dynamometer controls the pump‟s torque; the turbine‟s
dynamometer initially controls the turbine‟s torque, and then switches to controlling the turbine‟s speed at
a later time. The dynamometers‟ sub-models in MapleSim are shown in Figure 7 (from the pump‟s shaft)
and Figure 8 (from the turbine‟s shaft).

Figure 7: Dynamometer (pump side)

Figure 8: Dynamometer (turbine side)

The pump‟s torque is controlled by a PID controller throughout the simulation to follow the
reference torque signal, which is a combination of constant and ramp functions, as shown in Figure 9. The
gains of the PID controller are obtained by trial-and-error, with
=1, =100, and
=0.01. The
turbine‟s torque (Figure 10) is set to -200 N.m in the first period (up to the time = 10 seconds), and then it
is switched to the speed control on turbine‟s angular speed. As expected from the torque results, during
the reverse flow mode, the turbine‟s torque value is equal to the pump‟s torque. In other words, in the
forward mode the pump‟s shaft is the driver shaft (motor) and the turbine‟s shaft is the driven shaft
(load/generator), but during the reverse flow mode (started around time = 11 seconds) the turbine‟s shaft
is the driver (motor) and the pump‟s shaft is the driven one.
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Figure 9: Pump torque (forward to reverse
mode)

Figure 10: Turbine torque (forward to reverse
mode)

The simulation results (Figure 11 and Figure 12) show that the speed ratio remains greater than
one and the flow rate direction is reversed during the reverse flow mode.

Forward

Reverse

Figure 11: Fluid flow rate (forward to reverse
mode)

Figure 12: Speed ratio (forward to reverse
mode)

Properly using the torque converter in the reverse flow mode during engine braking can help to
slow down the vehicle without using an external braking mechanism. This idea will be used, as a future
work, to simulate the torque converter operation during the flow reversal in the powertrain along with the
vehicle longitudinal dynamics to show the engine braking phenomenon.

4. Damping Characteristics
In this section, torque converter damping characteristics are evaluated in three modes: the torque
multiplication mode (before coupling point), the coupling mode (after coupling point), and the reverse
flow mode. In the first step, the torque converter equations are linearized to obtain system transfer
functions and then the bode diagram of the transfer functions are used to evaluate damping
characteristics.
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4.1. Linearization
The Jacobian linearization technique [18] is employed to linearize the nonlinear equations around
equilibrium points. Maple software is employed for this purpose, since it offers a very powerful
environment to deal with symbolic equations.
The torque converter equations are linearized in the torque multiplication mode, before coupling
point, in which the stator is stationary due to the one way clutch. Therefore, the stator dynamic equation
(Equation 3) can be neglected and there are three nonlinear first-order differential equations (Equations 1,
2, and 4). A similar approach can be used for the coupling mode, after coupling point, and the reverse
flow mode operation. The linearized Equations 1, 2, and 4 are:

(6)

(7)

(8)

The subscript “@EP” means that the partial derivative is evaluated at an equilibrium point where
( , , )=(
,
, ), and the functions,
,
,
represent the
nonlinear part of the Equations 1, 2, and 4. The equilibrium values and transfer functions are shown in
Appendix B.
The simulation results for the pump speed (Figure 13), the turbine speed (Figure 14), and flow
rate (Figure 15), show a good agreement between the nonlinear and the linear systems at different
equilibrium points in the torque multiplication range.
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Figure 13: Pump speed (wp)

Figure 14: Turbine speed (wt)

Figure 15: Flow rate (Q)

4.2. Frequency Response
One of the main advantages of using a torque converter in an automatic transmission is its capability to
filter disturbances [14, 16] introduced either from the engine side, e.g. engine pulsation or overanxious
driver, or from the transmission side when the wheels hit road bumps or potholes as shown schematically
in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Schematic torque converter model subjected to disturbances
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The transfer functions of the proposed torque converter model around some equilibrium points
for operating before and after coupling point and reverse flow modes are derived and shown in Appendix
B. The transfer functions, which represent the relation between inputs ( and ), and the outputs (
and

), are normalized with respect to a transmission without torque converter
. Once normalized with respect to

, the magnitude of the resulting transfer function

provides a comparison of the response with a torque converter to that without a torque converter. In
particular, a magnitude less than zero (dB) at a particular frequency indicates that disturbances at this
frequency are attenuated more when a torque converter is present. The gain diagrams (magnitude vs.
frequency) of the transfer functions are shown in Figure 17 (before coupling point), Figure 18 (after
coupling point), and Figure 19 (reverse flow). One can see that the torque converter significantly damps
the high frequency disturbances transferred from the pump to turbine side ( ), and vice versa ( ).
However, the pump to pump ( ) and turbine to turbine ( ) damping performance of the torque
converter is worse than the converter-less transmission [14].

Figure 17: Gain diagram (before coupling point mode)

Figure 18: Gain diagram (after coupling point mode)
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Figure 19: Gain diagram (reverse flow mode)
The torque converter frequency response analysis, based on linear equations, shows that the
torque converter is working as a low pass filter to damp disturbances which are transferred from the pump
side to the turbine side, and vice versa. The simulation results for the nonlinear torque converter model,
which is subjected to a disturbance torque in a wide range of frequencies, confirm the results of linear
gain diagrams. For instance, in the forward flow mode operation, the pump torque is given as a
combination of a nominal value and disturbances
where the frequency ( ) is
varied from 0.5 (Hz) to 100 (Hz), and the turbine torque is assumed constant
. The plots of the
pump speed ( ) and the turbine speed ( ), Figure 20 and Figure 21, clearly show the damping
characteristics of the torque converter to filter high frequency disturbances (e.g. from pump to turbine
side).

Figure 20: Nonlinear model response (before coupling point)
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Figure 21: Nonlinear model response (after coupling point)
A similar simulation is generated for the reverse flow mode operation. In this case, the turbine
torque is assumed to be a disturbance input
and the oscillation is transferred
from the turbine side to the pump side, and the pump torque is assumed constant
. As expected
from the linearized system, the disturbances from the pump side are significantly damped (Figure 22),
especially at higher frequencies.

Figure 22: Nonlinear model response (reverse flow mode)

5. Conclusion
The main goals of this paper were to develop a math-based torque converter model for simulation
purposes including reverse flow mode operation and damping characteristic evaluation. The simulation
results show the capability of the proposed math-based torque converter model to capture both transient
and steady state responses as well as switching from forward to reverse flow mode operation.
The reverse flow mode simulation is accomplished by setting up appropriate dynamometercontrollers to show the torque converter dynamic characteristics from forward flow mode to reverse flow
mode operations. In future work, the torque converter model will be integrated with a mean value engine
model [15] and vehicle longitudinal dynamics to simulate engine braking phenomenon.
The frequency response analysis shows that the torque converter can significantly damp high
frequency disturbances transferred from the pump side to the turbine side and vice versa for all operating
modes.
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Appendix A: Torque Converter Reverse Flow Mode Equations [2]
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)

(A.4)
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Appendix B: Equilibrium Points and Transfer Functions

Operation

Equilibrium Point

Transfer Function

Before
coupling
point

After
coupling
point

Reverse
flow mode
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